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Better than electronics?
Whenever I hear the name Gato Audio I picture originally designed, D-class, Danish 
amplifi ers. Meanwhile the company also offers loudspeakers, and as the FM-8 shows, they 
are defi nitely worth checking out.

After I took the FM-8 out 
of the box and placed 
them on the stands, I 
contemplated their beau-
ty. Fabulous, high gloss, 
walnut veneer (how many 
varnish coats?), combined 
with silver, metal rings 
which surround black 
membranes of the drivers 
make a striking impres-
sion. That shouldn’t come 
as a surprise, since Gato 
Audio is well known for 
its sophisticated design 
of their hf-fi  electronics 
components, and with Mr. 
Poul Rossing on board 
(associated with brands 
like Avance and GamuT), 
loudspeakers were not to 
be treated differently.
FM-8, which we re-
ceived to review, are the 
smallest representatives 
of the FM series. Current-
ly, the FM line includes 
two bookshelf speakers 
(FM-8 and FM-15) and 
two fl oorstanding (FM-30 
and FM-50). One of the 
fi rst things that caught 
my eye was an expanded 
user’s manual, where 
manufacturer puts em-
phasis on correct speaker 
placement (the speakers 
should be placed at least 
50cm away from the 
walls).

Build Quality
FM-8s are rather com-
pact. With 8 liters of 
internal volume, they 

measure a total height of 
300mm. As soon as we 
put our hands on them, 
we can feel their quality. 
The craftsmanship is also 
expressed in acousti-
cally inert cabinet. The 
fi nishing of the enclosure 
is very precise, and even 
though the price point is 
reasonable, the quality 
of the components (SB 
Acoustics drivers for 
instance) leaves a lasting 
impression. A quick look 
inside the speaker, just 
reassures us that this is a 
high-end product. A 29-
mm tweeter is a modifi ed 
version of SB29RDC/
RDAC. It is a high class, 
effective (93dB) driver, 
with a low resonance 
frequency (600Hz free air 
resonance), dual chamber 
with optimized damping, 
vented pole piece, copper 
cap for minimum phase 
shift, CCAW voice coil 
and silver lead wires. The 
most noticeable modi-
fi cation in comparison 
to a standard version is 
polished aluminum front.
The mids and low fre-
quencies are handled 
by 15-cm driver, which 
is either standard or 
a modifi ed version of 
SB15MFC30-4. This is 
an advanced driver that 
weighs almost 1,5 kg. 
It uses a mineral fi lled 
PP-cone made in-house 
by SB Acoustics. Soft, low 



damping rubber suspension 
improves transient response 
and microdynamics. Extended 
copper sleeve on pole piece 
is designed for low induc-
tance and low distortion. The 
voice coils were wound with 
copper-clad aluminum wire 
on a carcass, made of fi ber-
glass. The diameter of the 
magnet is 100mm and the 
magnetic fl ux density is 1.0 T. 
The enclosure is tuned to 47 
kHz with the bass refl ex port 
designed on the rear wall. 
The cabinets use FusedMASS 
Technology, which is a mul-
tilayer construction (thick-
er MDF and thinner HDF) 
that ensures high internal 
damping, and minimum of 
resonances. 
The crossovers are quite 
complex. They consist of a 
dozen (or so) elements (most 
of them being solid) which 
are fi xed on both sides of the 
composite, that is attached 
to the aluminum back. Gato 
Audio describes them as 
PurePhase crossovers. The 
technology behind them 
focuses on delivering the 
exact acoustic phase control, 
low linear group delay and 
wide linear dispersion (higher 
order fi lters). The number of 

elements is also associated 
with dual adjustment system 
which covers both ‘Detail’ 
and ‘Focus’ of the sound. To 
adjust or customize the sonic 
performance of the loud-
speaker, Gato Audio designed 
mini U-links which are placed 
in the XLR terminals on the 
back panel of the loudspeak-
er.
There are nine (3x3) com-
binations of adapting the 
speakers. I have to admit, 
that this feature is a real 
deal in this case. After some 
testing in my environment, 
I chose MD (neutral) in both 
cases.

Sound
I’ve placed the speakers 
on relatively high stands 
(70cm). That positioned the 
tweeters as recommended 
by the manufacturer. I also 
angled them inward. They 
were more than 50cm away 
from the walls. The distance 
both between the loudspeak-
ers and the central listening 
position was about 2m. I 
connected the FM-8 to the 
2x37W, GrandiNote Shinai, 
A-class amplifi er, and even 
though recommended power 
starts with 50W I haven’t felt 
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any insuffi ciency.
I started slowly with Bobo Stenson Trio: 
Indicum. The loudspeakers, as befi ts small 
bookshelves, totally disappeared and 
created extensive soundstage that stayed 
rather between them, but at the same 
time reached as deep as the recording al-
lowed. What’s very interesting, is that the 
sound that you hear from those speakers 
is not what you expect from small moni-
tors. Both piano and contrabass sounded 
rich. And though my Ubiqs sound fuller, 
deeper, with more dense apparent sourc-
es, Gato Audio are not worse… they’re 
different. There’s something about them... 
maybe it has something to do with the 
fact that they sound much more expensive 
than they really are, which allows you to 
be truly happy with what you have instead 
of picking holes in it. The percussion for 
instance, sounded amazing. The drums 
were fast and springy, with the cymbals 
being amazingly differentiated and sono-
rous. FM-8s offer an open, rich, neutral 
and airy sound. They present the music in 
an intimate way, without forcing the fi rst 
line in front. As other recordings revealed, 
higher frequencies are very well defi ned 

and free of unpleasant harshness. At the 
same time the speakers seem to know 
when to stop and they do not smooth the 
sound too much. All this permits users to 
listen with pleasure not only to some great 
recordings, but also to have fun with the 
ones which are ‘on the other side of the 
wall’. 
Even though it is hardly something you 
can call a faithful reproduction, I think it’s 
a fair compromise, which also allows you 
to appreciate the work that’s been done 
by the sound engineers. I really enjoyed 
listening to Marcus Miller on this set, who 
usually plays his bass fast and rhythm 
is another asset in the portfolio of those 
small monitors. The loudspeakers can play 
vigorously, but they also have their limits. 
AC/DC sounded too light for my taste and 
even though they are not overly polite, 
they simply sound better with a different 
type of music. It was similar with orches-
tra, where they did not offer the proper 
down force. Although at the end, I have 
to admit that for an 8-liter loudspeakers, 
Gato Audio FM-8 played well beyond 
expectations.

Our opinion
Our fi rst meeting with Gato Audio loud-
speakers left us with a lot of positive 
impressions. They offer the sound that 
I really like: they’re gentle, warm and 
full-bodied with open heights and well de-
fi ned, clean bass. They can play anything, 
although they feel better in a lighter area. 
They offer the kind of sound that in a way 
is impossible to dislike. And the possibility 
to adjust their sonic performance even 



more increases the chances to match 
many tastes. Last but not least: the price 
is very reasonable, especially if you take 
both the sound and the looks.▪


